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Mathematics:

Topic

Literacy:

In mathematics we will be continuing to

Our topic for this term is

This term in literacy we will be learning

develop and consolidate our knowledge

’The Olympics’. Our work will be based around

about quest stories and will be reading

and understanding of addition and

the 2016 Olympics in Rio. We will be learning

the story ‘Lost and Found’. We will be

subtraction using the partitioning

about the history of the Olympics and where it

learning about the features of these

method. We will also be looking at

originated from. We will also be learning about

stories and will write our own quest story.

doubling of numbers and will be finding

Rio and Brazil and will be locating them on a

We will also complete our instructions

fractions of numbers including halves and

map and comparing them to our own country.

unit, writing different methods and

quarters by halving twice. The children

During our topic we will be trying different

recipes. Finally we will complete our

will also be learning more how to count in

Olympic sports throughout P.E. and will be

Roald Dahl work towards the end of term.

threes and linking work to the three times

creating our own Olympic games. We will also

table.

be doing lots of Olympic creativity work and

Computing:

will be making our own Olympic torches and

We are learning about decoding and how

Olympic rings.

to programme different objects to make

Science:
We will continuing our topic this term of
‘Plants’. In our plants topic we will be
finding out what plants need to grow and
will be carrying out various investigations
including changing variables
such as light.

them move around a computer screen
P.E.:

using coding.

In P.E. this term we will be participating in
athletics, where we will be looking at different
athletic skills with a P.E coach. Our P.E. lessons
will take place on Mondays and Fridays this
half term.

PSHE and R.E.
Our R.E. this half term will
be based on Judaism and Jewish stories.

